Development of Axial Pile Load Transfer Curves
Based on Instrumented Load Tests
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Abstract: The load transfer method is an efficient and practical tool for the analysis of single piles and combined systems such as pile-raft
foundations and rigid inclusions. The existing transfer curves rely either on the measurement of the pressuremeter modulus, which is not
widespread at the international level, or they have been developed only for specific pile and ground types. In order to develop new transfer
curves valid for all pile and ground types without the need of pressuremeter tests, a database of 50 instrumented pile load tests was examined.
The existing curves were first compared to the measurements at the pile shaft and at the tip. Then the parameters of the most appropriate curve
types, the cubic root and the hyperbolic curve, were calibrated in order to best match the measurements. A single set of parameters for each
proposed curve type is suitable enough for most pile and ground types. The good agreement of the proposed curves was confirmed by
applying them to assess the overall load-settlement curve of 72 other pile load tests. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)GT.1943-5606.0001579.
© 2016 American Society of Civil Engineers.

Introduction
Load-settlement behavior analyses of piles are getting more and
more important compared to solely bearing capacity analyses. This
tendency is reflected in the European standard for geotechnics
Eurocode 7 (CEN 2004a). This can be explained in particular
by the rapid development of combined foundation systems like
pile groups, pile-raft foundations (“KPP-Richtlinie” or CPRFguideline, Hanisch et al. 2002; Katzenbach and Choudhury 2013),
and rigid inclusions (ASIRI 2012). Until now, it was admitted that
a single bearing capacity check leads automatically to acceptable
settlements. This is not true if group effects occur, if the soil between the piles contributes to the load transfer mechanism, or if a
load transfer platform separates the structure from the foundation.
Developing settlement calculation methods for these foundation
systems implies a careful study of the single pile case. The axial
load transfer or “t-z” method (LTM) describes the pile shaft and pile
tip local resistance mobilization as a function of the pile axial displacement at the corresponding depth, minus the soil settlement in
the absence of the pile in case of free soil settlement (Frank et al.
1991). It represents a very straightforward and practical method for
isolated piles (Fig. 1). This mobilization is represented by springs
that are in general nonlinear, made to replace the soil continuum
around the pile, and not only the interface behavior. The load transfer method is easily adaptable to combined foundation systems
(ASIRI 2012). However, if the piles are very close to each other
and group effects occur, a further modification of the curve is
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necessary, via reduction of the curve stiffness or using interaction
equations (Estephan et al. 2006).
The load-transfer curves can be defined in different ways from
different soil parameters, and they are based on theory and on experience (see next section). The estimation of the ultimate value of
the friction and of the tip resistance depends mostly on regional
ground properties and on local practice. The load transfer method
is thus an intermediate tool between fundamental soil mechanics
and empirical approaches. It promotes good engineering judgment
in foundation design with meaningful output results in the form of
profiles with depth of settlement, mobilized skin friction, load, and
stress. Though finite-element analyses are well-established today,
offer a wider range of applications, and are very powerful if the soil
parameters are well-calibrated, the results evaluation remains often
tedious with a “black-box” impression. Figs. 2 and 3 show a typical
set of results obtained by a LTM analysis of a single pile (internal
Keller software KID-LTM option). In some cases of combined
foundations, such analyses would also give the soil settlement and
load profile.
The LTM is actively used in France mainly because the pressuremeter test is widespread there and gives an in situ measurement
of a ground deformation parameter (pressuremeter modulus) for the
definition of load transfer curves (Frank and Zhao 1982). The empirical curves of Frank and Zhao (1982) have been well-proven by
an active and effective use of them in particular in France. Other in
situ tests like the cone penetration test (CPT) or the standard penetration test (SPT) give only a soil resistance parameter. The use
of the load transfer method increased even more recently with the
development of rigid inclusion systems in France (ASIRI 2012).
The method continues to gain interest on an international level (for
combined foundation systems, as well as for regular pile foundations), making it necessary to develop adequate load transfer curves
using results other than the pressuremeter modulus.
The goal of the present study is to develop simple load transfer
curves for a wide everyday international use that would not be
based on pressuremeter test results. This is done by a detailed investigation of pile load tests. Although high variability for various
pile technologies and ground types is expected, the possibility of
common curves to all pile and soil types is envisaged, if a reliability
level similar to the one of the Frank and Zhao curves can be
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Fig. 1. Load transfer method for axially loaded single piles (ss and sb = pile settlement minus soil settlement in absence of the pile at the shaft and at
the tip, respectively; qs;ult and qb;ult = ultimate skin friction and ultimate tip resistance, respectively)

Fig. 2. Example of single pile analysis under a given axial load with the load transfer method (internal Keller software KID-LTM option)

achieved. The pile and ground peculiarities remain in any case reflected in the choice of the ultimate values, possibly influencing the
stiffness of the curve as well, depending on the curve type selected.
Ultimate values have to be determined according to local standards
or experience independently from the type of load transfer curve.

Existing Load Transfer Curves
Axial load transfer curves were first developed back in the 1950s
by Seed and Reese (1957), Gambin (1963), Cambefort (1964),
and Coyle and Reese (1966). Different curve types with different
degrees of complexity and number of soil parameters are given in
the literature, based on theory, on experience, or on both. They are
in general developed for specific ground and pile types (API 1993;
© ASCE

Armaleh and Desai 1987; Christoulas and Frank 1991; Everett
1991; Fleming 1992; Frank 1974, 1985; Frank and Zhao 1982;
Gwizdała 1996; Hirayama 1990; Kraft et al. 1981; Krasiński
2010, 2011, 2012a, b; Liu et al. 2004; McVay et al. 1989; Randolph
and Wroth 1978; Verbrugge 1981; Vijayvergiya 1977; Wang et al.
2012; Zhang et al. 2010).
In the following, only the curves with an acceptably simple
mathematical form, requiring one soil parameter or none are further
investigated (Figs. 4 and 5). The stiffness of the load transfer curves
is either derived from a measured soil deformation parameter or a
fixed parameter. Frank and Zhao (1982) use the pressuremeter
modulus, Randolph and Wroth (1978), Verbrugge (1981), and
Fleming (1992) (only for the pile tip) use an equivalent ground
Young’s modulus or oedometer modulus based, for example, on
correlations with measured soil resistance parameters. The linear
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Fig. 3. Example of a single pile axial analysis with the load transfer method: load-settlement curve and load distribution along the shaft (internal
Keller software KID-LTM option)

Fig. 4. Definition of the main simple existing mobilization curves (1=2)
© ASCE
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Fig. 5. Definition of the main simple existing mobilization curves (continued, 2=2)

curves of Randolph and Verbrugge correspond to an elastic calculation with the use of usual correlations to determine the linear
curve stiffness. Vijayvergiya (1977), Hirayama (1990), Fleming
(1992) (only for the pile shaft), API (1993), and Krasiński (2010,
2011, 2012a, b) consider fixed parameters, for example, a limit settlement defined as the settlement full resistance mobilization. Most
of them are explicit, meaning that all curve parameters are completely defined by the authors for a direct use; other authors propose
to derive the stiffness from a case-by-case calibration procedure
(Fleming 1992; Randolph and Wroth 1978).
Generally speaking, the pile diameter B has a direct influence on
the initial slope of the curve, except for some mathematical expressions with a theoretically infinite slope. The influence of the pile
diameter seems to be more important for the pile tip, for which the
limit settlement is always defined as a proportion of the diameter.
Most curves reflect the fact that the pile tip requires more displacement than the skin friction to be fully mobilized. Tomlinson and
Woodward (2008) report a displacement for full mobilization of
0.3–1% of the diameter for the skin friction and of 10–20% of
the diameter for the tip resistance. This is why most of the load
is often taken by skin friction under low load levels (Fig. 3).
Furthermore, the displacement at the pile tip is a bit smaller than
at the pile head because of pile shortening.
© ASCE

Pile Load Test Database
A wide range of pile types (driven, screw, bored, concrete, and steel
piles) of different diameters from 0.3 to 2 m and of ground types
(fine-grained and coarse-grained soils, or soft rock like marl, limestone, and chalk) in different geographical regions (France, Poland,
and Brazil) have been investigated. The tests have been provided by
the French research institute IFSTTAR, by the company Keller
[among others for the French national project ASIRI and the test
by Fernandez Polido et al. (2014)] and by Krasiński (2010, 2011,
2012a, b). The load tests have been selected for their level of quality
of the experimental data (for example, with detailed ground investigations next to the piles).
Table 1 gives information about the instrumented piles used in
the present study in order to develop load transfer curves. More
details about the pile execution method, the pile geometry, the
ground type, and the ground tests for the load tests in the database
are given in the Appendix. Five pile load tests in the database had
no usable measurements at the tip.
The instrumentation consisted of strain gauges or vibrating
wires glued directly on reinforcement bars or of the “removable
extensometer” system lowered down the pile into reservation pipes
(Bustamante and Jézéquel 1975, IFSTTAR example in Fig. 6).
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Table 1. Instrumented Pile Load Tests Used for Load Transfer Curve Development
Pile type
Nondisplacement
Source
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IFSTTAR
Krasiński
Keller
Total

Fine-grained
soil at tip
6
0
4
10

Coarse-grained
soil at tip
0
0
1
1
16

Displacement
Soft rock
at tip

Fine-grained
soil at tip

5
0
0
5

7
0
2
9

From the strain measurements, the load down the pile is obtained by considering the pile as an elastic rod. The compression
stiffness of the pile is equal to the Young’s modulus multiplied by
the area of the cross section. This stiffness is either estimated or
measured on a pile sample. The pile tip load is extrapolated from
the load profile [example in Fig. 9(b)]. The mobilization curve is
determined from the loads between two levels z or at the tip, the
displacement being equal to the settlement at the pile head minus
the pile shortening down to this level [example in Figs. 7(a and c)].
In the pile load tests from the database used in the present work,
there is no free soil settlement. The settlements ss and sb are thus

Coarse-grained
soil at tip
2
11
6
19
34

Soft rock
at tip

Total

4
0
2
6

24
11
15
50

here directly equal to the pile settlement at different levels at the
shaft and at the tip respectively.
Table 2 gives information about the piles used for checking the
developed load transfer curves. These piles are either instrumented
or noninstrumented, but in any case only the load-settlement measurement at the pile head is considered here, and the piles are different from the piles used for the load transfer curve development
(Table 1). More details about the pile execution method, the pile
geometry, the ground type, and the ground tests for the load tests
in the database are given in the Appendix.

Load Transfer Curves Development Based on
Instrumented Load Tests
Analysis of Agreement Level of Existing Prediction
Curves

Fig. 6. Example of pile instrumentation with the removable extensometer system

As a first step, the prediction load transfer curves shown in Figs. 4
and 5 (except the curves of Fleming and of Randolph and Wroth,
which are not explicitly defined) were compared along the shaft
and at the tip with the measured ones from the instrumented load
tests. The methodology was the following:
• All curves were applied to all pile and ground types, even if they
have not been developed for them, to check for a possible
extension of their domain of validity;
• The ultimate resistances taken into account were derived
from the measurements. In most cases, the ultimate value
was reached during the load test. Otherwise the measured curve
was extrapolated by hand (often at the tip, which mobilizes for

Fig. 7. Main results of an instrumented load test with removable extensometer: (a) load-settlement curve for head and tip; (b) shaft load distribution
between blockers and extrapolation for tip load; (c) skin friction load transfer curve
© ASCE
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Table 2. Pile Load Tests Used for Checking of Developed Load Transfer Curves (Mainly Noninstrumented)
Pile type
Nondisplacement
Source
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IFSTTAR
Keller
Total

Fine-grained
soil at tip
0
5
5

Coarse-grained
soil at tip
0
16
16
26

Displacement
Soft rock
at tip

Fine-grained
soil at tip

5
0
5

0
22
22

higher settlements). Only the curve shape and stiffness was thus
investigated;
• The pile material (concrete or steel) was not considered in this
investigation step because it does not influence the stiffness of
the load transfer curve;
• Soft rocks were considered as fine-grained soil for the curves of
Frank and Zhao and of API;
• For the Verbrugge curves (1981), the consolidation state was
chosen in order to obtain better matching;

Fig. 8. Methodology for the determination of the level of agreement of
the existing curves from Figs. 4 and 5
© ASCE

Coarse-grained
soil at tip
0
17
17
46

Soft rock
at tip

Total

5
2
7

10
62
72

• For the API curve in clay, the ratio of residual to peak stress was
chosen equal to 0.7 or 0.9 in order to obtain the best qualitative
matching for all layers of a given load test (Fig. 10);
• The Frank and Zhao (1982) curve could only be used if pressuremeter test results were available (64% of the cases) and the
Verbrugge (1981) curve could only be used if CPT test results
were available (76% of the cases); and
• The comparison was made in a qualitative manner leading to
different levels of agreement defined as excellent/good/
acceptable/poor/very poor, separately for small and for large
displacements (examples are given in Fig. 8). Whereas advanced
mathematical calibration procedures would demand very
time-consuming analyses, a qualitative comparison proved to
provide sufficient precision.
Peaks in the measurements only appeared for the shaft friction.
Specific pile types or ground types could not be identified (Fig. 9).
Furthermore, the shape of the peaks can vary greatly, as shown in
Fig. 10, compared to the API peak proposal for clays, which is the
only one available. The peaks seemed to depend on the density or
on the consolidation state of the ground. Note that peaks cannot
appear in the overall load-settlement curve when performing maintained load tests. Modeling peaks was thus not a decisive point, as
long as the behavior in the initial and in the failure domain could be
well reproduced.
Fig. 11 gives the overall level of agreement (for small and large
displacements together) between measured and predicted curves
for different ground and pile types. A detailed insight into the initial
stiffness domain (small displacements) as the average of the different ground and pile groups is given in Fig. 12. Note that the initial
stiffness of the transfer curve does not necessarily require using an

Fig. 9. Percentage of measured skin friction curves with peaks for
different ground and pile types (total number of pile load tests in
brackets)
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Fig. 10. Variability in measured shaft peak behavior and proposal of
existing API curve

initial soil modulus as in the curves of Randolph and Wroth,
Verbrugge, or Fleming for the tip.
The conclusions of the comparison are
• The Hirayama curves, originally developed for large diameter
bored piles, are much too soft at the tip, but their hyperbolic
form seems appropriate with a good global agreement and a
quite good initial stiffness at the shaft;
• The API curves are acceptable at the shaft and at the tip, except
for the peak behavior;
• The curves of Krasiński and Vijayvergiya (using root functions),
originally developed for displacement piles in sand, show a
good accordance for other ground and pile types as well, in
particular in terms of stiffness in the initial domain. A limit
settlement, diameter-independent along the shaft and depending
on the diameter B at the tip (of the order of 0.1·B), seems
appropriate;
• The Verbrugge curves with Young’s modulus based on a modulus correlation with the cone resistance from the cone penetration test are not satisfactory. Verbrugge himself admits that there
is a very wide scatter in such correlations. Even in terms of initial stiffness, Verbrugge is not as good as the other curves with
imposed parameters and implies a higher calculation effort. The
question of the cone resistance dependency will be further examined in the next section; and
• The Frank and Zhao curves show a good agreement, in particular in terms of initial stiffness. These curves have the decisive
advantage of relying on a measured soil deformation parameter
for stiffness in the initial domain, whereas the initial stiffness of
most other curves depends on the ultimate resistance (Figs. 4
and 5). This advantage cannot be reflected here because use
is made of the measured ultimate values.
The most promising curve types seem to be the hyperbolic
curves and the root curves. For the hyperbolic curves, the factor
multiplying the diameter needs to be calibrated for all ground
and pile types, and for the root curves, the limit settlement needs
to be calibrated.
© ASCE

Fig. 11. Level of agreement of the existing mobilization curves
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Fig. 12. Level of agreement of the existing mobilization curves for the
initial stiffness

Proposal of New Explicit Curves
Cubic Root Curves
The first proposed curves are cubic root curves (Fig. 13), which
are similar to the Krasiński curve (exponent 1/3 instead of 0.38)
and to the Vijayvergiya curve at the tip. These curves have
a theoretically infinite initial slope that is not realistic; for physical consistency an initial slope can be defined for a very small
initial displacement (“elastic” range) on the order of 0.1 mm, as
used here.
The deformation parameter ss;lim at the shaft and sb;lim =B at the
tip had to be calibrated to best match the measurements. The ultimate values were taken from the measurements as in the previous
analysis of the existing curves. An example of back-calculation
with visual iterative method for the best overall matching of the
curve in each individual case is shown in Fig. 14. Note that the
model does not allow for peak values.

From the calibration process for all the curves, representative
values were selected both for ss;lim and sb;lim =B that are applicable for all piles and all ground types. Fig. 15 shows the mean
values of the parameters for the cubic root curves for both pile
types and for all soil types. Fig. 16 shows all values against the
cone resistance (average value over each shaft section and value
at the tip).
The main conclusions of the cubic root curves calibration are the
following:
• No correlation can be found between the curve deformation
parameters and the cone resistance qc , even for a given ground
type. Krasiński (2010, 2011, 2012a, b) proposed slim values that
are independent from qc as well. However, it is commonly accepted that there is a correlation between qc and the ultimate
values qs;ult and qb;ult . Thus in the proposed model the stiffness
is indirectly correlated with qc ;
• Coarse-grained soil results show only a small scatter, with values close to the average. Fine-grained soil and rock present
more scattered values;
• Nondisplacement piles show in general slightly smaller ss;lim
values (faster mobilization) and slightly higher sb;lim =B values
than displacement piles. Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to
select a unique value for both types of piles;
• The curve deformation parameter ss;lim at the shaft is similar
for fine-grained and coarse-grained soils, and higher for
soft rocks (slower mobilization). However, soft rocks are in
general located at the pile tip and not at the shaft. Selecting
a value of ss;lim ¼ 0.018 m (Fig. 15) as the average of the mean
values for fine and coarse-grained soils seems appropriate (average of the standard deviations for fine and coarse-grained
soils: 0.016 m);
• The soil type has no significant influence on the tip deformation
parameter. All values remain located near the mean value
sb;lim ¼ 0.1 · B (Fig. 15), which is the value selected here
(average of the standard deviations for all ground types:
0.06 m); and
• a project-based fitting of the curve stiffness parameters (and at
the same time of the ultimate values) is in any case the ideal

Fig. 13. Proposed cubic root load transfer curves
© ASCE
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Fig. 14. Example of back-calculation of ss;lim and sb;lim based on iterative procedure for cubic root curves at shaft and at tip

Fig. 16. Limit settlements ss;lim and sb;lim in function of CPT cone
resistance for cubic root curves (qc = 0 MPa means no CPT data)

solution if the execution of instrumented pile load tests is possible in the project soil conditions.
Having selected ss;lim and sb;lim =B, the cubic root curves depend
only on the ultimate resistance values. This means that the most
decisive point, in particular for serviceability loads, is to determine
the ultimate values accurately enough, if not available from an instrumented pile load test in the project conditions.
Hyperbolic Curves

Fig. 15. Cubic root load transfer curves—Calibration of limit settlements ss;lim and sb;lim
© ASCE

The second proposed curves are hyperbolic curves (Fig. 17), which
are similar to the Hirayama curves (M s ¼ 0.0025 at the shaft and
M b ¼ 0.25 at the tip) and to the Fleming curve at the shaft.
The deformation parameter M s at the shaft and M b at the tip had
to be calibrated to best match the measurements. The ultimate values were taken from the measurements as in the previous analysis
of the existing curves. An example of back-calculation with iterative method by hand for the best overall matching of the curve in
each individual case is shown in Fig. 18. Note that the model does
not allow for peak values.
Fig. 19 shows the mean values of the parameters for the hyperbolic curves for both pile types and for all soil types. Fig. 20 shows
all values against the cone resistance (average value over each shaft
section and value at the tip).
The main conclusions of the hyperbolic curves calibration
are similar to those for the cubic root curves. At the shaft, the
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Fig. 17. Proposed hyperbolic load transfer curves

Fig. 18. Example of back-calculation of M s and M b based on iterative
procedure for hyperbolic curves at shaft and at tip

average value of the mean values for fine and coarse-grained soils
M s ¼ 0.0038 is selected (average of standard deviations: 0.0032).
At the tip, the average of the mean values for all ground types M b ¼
0.01 is selected (average of standard deviations: 0.006). This shows
that both curve types represent similar behaviors.
Having selected M s and M b , the hyperbolic curves depend only
on the ultimate resistance values. This means that the most decisive
© ASCE

Fig. 19. Hyperbolic load transfer curves—Calibration of parameters
Ms and Mb
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Fig. 20. Shaft parameter M s and tip parameter Mb in function of cone
resistance for hyperbolic curves (qc ¼ 0 MPa means no CPT data)

point, for this curve type as well, is to determine the ultimate values
accurately enough. As for the cubic root curve, the execution of
an instrumented pile load test is recommended in the project conditions if possible in order to fit the curve stiffness parameters and
at the same time to assess the ultimate values.

Fig. 21. Level of agreement of the proposed load transfer curves
compared with Frank and Zhao curves (global agreement and initial
stiffness)

curves would remain the same. If there are no measurements of
the ultimate values, the Frank and Zhao curves represent the initial
domain with a high confidence owing to the direct use of a measured deformation parameter, as opposed to the proposed curves.

Comparison of Proposed Curves with Frank and
Zhao Curves

Validation Based on Noninstrumented Load Tests

Because average values of the deformation parameters for all pile
and ground types have been selected for both proposed curve types,
they do not necessarily accurately match the measurements for each
pile individually. In order to check this and to compare them with
the well-proven reference curves of Frank and Zhao, the procedure
presented above (Figs. 8, 11, and 12) was applied to the proposed
curves (using the measured ultimate values). Only the cases with
pressuremeter parameters were considered, meaning 32 tests out of
50 (10 nondisplacement piles and 22 displacement piles). The proposed curves showed a similar agreement with measurements to the
Frank and Zhao curves, in terms of global agreement as well as in
terms of initial stiffness (Fig. 21). The good accuracy of the new
curves proves that there is in general a correlation between the resistance and the stiffness. If the ultimate values considered would
be different from the measured ones, the stiffness of the proposed
curves would vary proportionally to the ultimate value considered,
whereas the slope of the initial linear part of the Frank and Zhao

Because a key aspect of the validity of the proposed cubic root and
hyperbolic curves (with the selected average stiffness parameters)
is a reliable prediction of the ultimate values in practice, they were
checked here only with regard to the overall load-settlement behavior at the pile head. No instrumentation over depth (Table 2) and
thus no measured values of local skin friction resistance and tip
resistance were considered. The load-settlement curve at the pile
head was calculated with the proposed load transfer curves as described in Figs. 1–3. The methodology was the following:
• The considered ultimate unit resistances were derived here as an
example using the French application standard of Eurocode 7
(NF P94-262, AFNOR 2012) for those cases in which both
CPT rules and pressuremeter test rules were available. In priority, the CPT rules were used when CPT results were available in
the database. Otherwise, the pressuremeter rules were applied
(tests considered as noninstrumented with PMT only are in
the Appendix);

© ASCE
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Fig. 23. Ratio between predicted and measured settlement for
both proposed load transfer curves (number of pile load tests in
brackets)

Fig. 22. Examples of comparison between measured and predicted
load-settlement curves at pile head using the Frank and Zhao curves
and the proposed cubic root and hyperbolic curves with the stiffness
parameters selected in Figs. 15 and 19

• This overall calculation at the pile head required the pile
Young’s modulus value, or strictly speaking, the pile section
stiffness (modulus multiplied by area of the pile section). This
parameter had an influence on the results in particular for small
settlements in the serviceability load level (on the order of a few
millimeters). For concrete piles, the value of the short-duration
pile Young’s modulus after Eurocode 2 (CEN 2004b) was used
because a pile load test lasts approximately a few hours. For the
design of real projects, the long-duration modulus should
be used;
• The comparison was made quantitatively for a load equal to half
of the calculated ultimate resistance load of the pile (two examples from the pile load tests database are shown in Fig. 22); and
• The cases in which the measurements stopped before reaching
half of the calculated pile ultimate resistance, even if far from
failure, could not be considered in the comparison (13 tests).
Furthermore, the extreme cases in which there was a factor
of 2 between measured and estimated resistance (or the other
way around) were excluded (4 tests); at the start, the prediction
was already not satisfactory because of the ultimate resistance
assessment. All the above cases represented 17 pile load tests
© ASCE

out of 72 (Table 2). For only 11 of the remaining tests, pressuremeter test results were available.
The ratio between the predicted and measured settlement
for both proposed curves is presented in Fig. 23; on the left for
all pile load tests and on the right only for the pile load tests in
which pressuremeter test results are available. The mean values as
well as the values with plus or minus one standard deviation
are shown.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
• The overall shape of both proposed curves match very well the
measured load-settlement curves;
• The agreement between the prediction and the measurement is
very good, given the low settlement values (of a few millimeters) for the load level considered and the high influence
of uncertainties in the local unit resistance determination and
in the pile section stiffness determination. This is part of all real
projects in geotechnical engineering and explains the relatively
large standard deviation values;
• The overall mean ratio for all tests between predicted and measured settlement is about 1.2 (slightly conservative for the tests
considered);
• A comparison with the Frank and Zhao curves is unfortunately
limited, because of the very few noninstrumented load tests with
pressuremeter results available (only 11 cases). In any case, the
results obtained with both proposed curves have an agreement
level similar to the one with the Frank and Zhao curves. For the
cases with displacement piles (8 cases), the settlement estimated
with all 3 methods is smaller than the measured one, whereas for
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Table 3. Database of Instrumented Pile Load Tests
Pile type

Ground type
at tip

Nondisplacement

Displacement

Execution technique

Number
of tests

Diameter
range B (m)

Length
range D (m)

Fine-grained

Bored (recovered casing)
Bored (with slurry and recovered casing)
Continuous flight auger

2
1
7

0.68–0.88
0.80
0.50–1.00

20.20–27.00
25.30
10.50–16.50

Coarse-grained
Soft rock

Continuous flight auger
Bored (with slurry and recovered casing)

1
3

0.43
0.63–0.80

5.53
12.50–19.25

Bored (with partial casing)
Bored (recovered casing)

1
1

0.60
0.62

9.80
23.40

Screw cast in place
Driven steel, H profile
Sheet pile wall
Driven cast in place

2
1
2
2

0.36–0.55
0.43
1.92
0.46–0.55

6.00–17.00
14.00
7.50–12.00
12.00–17.55

Driven steel, closed-ended
Driven steel, closed-ended
Screw cast in place

2
1
18

0.53
0.61
0.36–0.58

7.50–12.00
44.80
4.74–15.50

Driven steel, closed-ended
Driven steel, coated
Screw cast in place

1
1
3

0.45
0.37
0.30–0.67

10.20
18.80
6.60–8.40

Driven cast in place

1

0.51

19.00

Fine-grained

Coarse-grained

Soft rock

Ground tests
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1

cases: PMT+CPT
case: PMT+CPT
cases: /
cases: PMT
cases: CPT
case: PMT+CPT
case: PMT+CPT
case: PMT
cases: CPT
case: PMT+CPT
case: PMT

2 cases: PMT
1 case: PMT+CPT
2 cases: PMT+CPT
1 case: CPT
1 case: PMT+CPT
2 cases: PMT+CPT
1 case: PMT+CPT
2 cases: PMT
11 cases: CPT
5 cases: PMT+CPT
1 case: PMT+CPT
1 case: PMT
1 case: PMT
2 cases: PMT+CPT
1 case: PMT+CPT

Table 4. Database of Noninstrumented Pile Load Tests (or Considered As Such)
Pile type
Nondisplacement

Displacement

Ground type
at tip
Fine-grained
Coarse-grained
Soft rock

Fine-grained

Coarse-grained

Soft rock

Number
of tests

Diameter
range B (m)

Length
range D (m)

Ground tests

Continuous flight auger
Continuous flight auger
Bored (recovered casing)
Bored (with slurry and
recovered casing)

5
16
4
1

0.63
0.43–0.80
0.42 to 0.90
0.63

7.70–14.10
7.50–25.80
6.00–16.60
13.00

5 cases: CPT
16 cases: CPT
4 cases: PMT
1 case: PMT+CPT

Screw cast in place

10

0.27–0.40

6.30–14.90

Pre-cast concrete driven
Screw cast in place

12
8

0.40
0.27–0.40

9.40–13.40
8.00–16.00

3
6
1
3
1
2

0.40–0.51
0.40
0.45
0.35
0.50
0.27

13.00–16.30
7.40–11.40
24.00
16.70–22.50
21.50
7.50–15.80

1 case: PMT
9 cases: CPT
12 cases: CPT
1 case: PMT
7 cases: CPT
3 cases: CPT
6 cases: CPT
1 case: PMT
3 cases: PMT
1 case: PMT
1 case: PMT
1 case: PMT+CPT

Execution technique

Driven cast in place
Pre-cast concrete driven
Concrete driven precast
Driven steel, closed-ended
Driven steel, open-ended
Screw cast in place

all 34 pile load tests, the ratio of predicted to measured settlement is higher than 1. Thus it appears that the 8 displacement
pile cases with pressuremeter test results are not very representative of the general results; and
• The cubic root and the hyperbolic curves with the proposed
parameters have the same level of agreement. The hyperbolic
shape has the advantages that the ultimate value is never reached
(as generally noticed in reality) and the initial stiffness is noninfinite. The use of the cubic root curves are realistic if the domain of very small displacements is represented by a linear part
in numerical applications. It has the advantage of reaching the
ultimate value for a total displacement in the range of 10% of the
© ASCE

pile diameter, which is a common consideration in pile design
practice.

Conclusions
If no pressuremeter tests results are available, the cubic root
and hyperbolic curves developed in this paper present a simple
alternative model to the Frank and Zhao model for the prediction
of the axial behavior of piles with the load transfer method. These
curves are based on deformation parameters that have been
calibrated on load tests made on instrumented piles. They have
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been validated on various cases of piles and ground types with a
good accuracy. Cubic root curves are proposed, comparable to
the ones of Krasiński (2010, 2011, 2012a, b), with stiffness parameters ss;lim ¼ 0.018 m at the shaft and sb;lim =B ¼ 0.1 at the tip.
Hyperbolic curves are proposed, comparable to the ones of
Hirayama (1990) or Fleming (1992) at the shaft, with stiffness
parameters M s ¼ 0.0038 at the shaft and Mb ¼ 0.01 at the tip.
Both curves lead to very similar results and either one can be used.
The ultimate values play a significant role in the stiffness of both
curves. As in all load transfer method modeling, an accurate determination of the ultimate values reflecting the specific behavior
of the considered pile and soil types is particularly complex and
decisive. These values can be derived from CPT results, for example. The ideal case would be a fitting of both the stiffness
parameters and the ultimate values in the project conditions if
an instrumented load case can be carried out on site. The initial
stiffness of the Frank and Zhao (1982) curves, on the contrary,
does not depend on the ultimate resistance values. It is controlled
only by the pressuremeter modulus, limiting thus partly the effects
of a wrong estimation of the ultimate values.
The proposed curves can be applied for the assessment of
the settlement of systems with negative skin friction, of combined pile-raft foundations, and of rigid inclusions systems,
including further modifications of the curves if group effects
occur.

Appendix
Tables 3 and 4 show details about the pile load tests analyzed in the
present work (pile execution method, pile geometry, ground type,
and ground tests).
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